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'Identity continues to be the problem it was throughout modernity', says Douglas Kellner, and adds that 'far from identity disappearing in contemporary society, it is rather reconstructed and redefined' – though just a few paragraphs later he casts doubts on the feasibility of the selfsame 'reconstruction and redefinition', pointing out that 'identity today becomes a freely chosen game, a theatrical presentation of the self and that 'when one radically shifts identity at will, one might lose control.' Kellner's ambivalence reflects the present ambivalence of the issue itself. One hears today of identity and its problems more often than ever before in modern times. And yet one wonders whether the current obsession is not just another case of the general rule of things being nothing but a reflection of the past. One wonders whether the 'new' identity is not, in the end, just the old one with a new face...

I propose that while it is true that identity 'continues to be the problem', this is not 'the problem it was throughout modernity'. Indeed, if the modern 'problem of identity' was how to construct an identity and keep it solid and stable, the postmodern 'problem of identity' is primarily how to avoid fixation and keep the options open. In the case of identity, as in other cases, the catchword of modernity was creation, the catchword of postmodernity is recycling. Or one may say that if the 'media which was the message' of modernity was the photographic paper (think of the relentlessly swelling family albums, tracing page by yellowing page the slow accretion of irreversible and non-erasable identity-yielding events), the ultimately postmodern medium is the videotape (eminently erasable and re-usable, calculated not to hold anything for ever, admitting today's events solely on condition of effacing yesterday's ones, owing the message of universal 'until-further-noticelessness' of everything deemed worthy of recording). The main identity-bound anxiety of modern times was the worry about durability, it is the concern with commitment-avoidance today. Modernity built in steel and concrete: postmodernity, in bio-degradable plastic.

Identity as such is a modern invention. To say that modernity led to the 'disembodied' or of identity, or that it rendered the identity 'unchallenged', is to assert a plenism, since at no time did identity 'become' a problem; it was a 'problem' from its birth – was born as a problem (that is, as something one needs do something about – as a task), could exist only as a problem; it was a problem, and thus ready to be born, precisely because of that experience of under-determination and free-floatingness which came to be articulated as post factum as 'disenchantment'. Identity would not have coalesced into a visible and grasping entity in any other but the 'disembodied' or 'unchallenged' form.

One thinks of identity whenever one is not sure of where one belongs; that is, one is not sure how to place oneself among the evident variety of behavioural styles and patterns, and how to make sure that people around would accept this placement as right and proper, so that both sides would know how to go on in each other's presence. 'Identity' is a name given to the escape sought from that uncertainty. Hence 'identity', though ostensibly a noun, behaves like a verb, albeit a strange one to be sure: it appears only in the future tense. Though all too often hypostatized as an attribute of a material entity, identity has the ontological status of a project and a postulate. To say 'postulated identity' is to say one word too many, as if there is no identity but a postulated one. Identity is a critical projection of what is demanded and/or sought upon what is; or, more exactly still, an oblique assertion of the inadequacy or incompleteness of the

Identity entered modern mind and practice dressed from the start as an individual task. It was up to the individual to find escape from uncertainty. Not for the first and not for the last time, socially created problems were to be resolved by individual efforts, and collective maladies healed by private medicine. Not that the individuals were left to their own initiative and that their acumen was trusted; quite the contrary – putting the individual responsibility for self-formation on the agenda and the 'fession of the host of trainers, coaches, teachers, counsellors and guides all claiming to hold superior knowledge of what identities could be acquired and held. The concept of identity-building and of culture (that is, of the idea of the individual incompetence, of the need of collective breeding and of the importance of skilful and knowledgeable breeders) were and could only be born together. The 'disembodied' identity simultaneously sired in the individual's freedom of choice and the individual's dependency on expert guidance.

Modern life as pilgrimage

The figure of the pilgrim was not a modern invention; it is as old as Christianity. But modernity gave it a new prominence and a seemingly novel twist. When Rome lay in ruins – humbled, humiliated and sacked and pillaged by Alaric's nomads – St Augustine jotted down the following observation: 'It is recorded of Cain that he built a city, while Abel, as
though he were a merely a pilgrim on earth, built none. 'True city of the saints is in heaven', here on earth, says St Augustine. Christians wander as on pilgrimage through time looking for the Kingdom of eternity. For pilgrims through time, the truth is elsewhere; the true place is always some distance, some time away. Wherever the pilgrim may be now, it is not where he ought to be, and not where he dreams of being. The distance between the true world and this world here and now is made vivid by the mismatch between what is to be achieved and what has been. The glory and gravity of the future destination debases the present and makes light of it. For the pilgrim, what purpose may the city serve? For the true pilgrim, only streets make sense, not the houses – houses tempt one to rest and relax, to forget about the destination. Even the streets, though, may prove to be obstacles rather than help, traps rather than thoroughfares. They may misguide, divert from the straight path, lead astray. 'Judeo-Christian culture,' writes Richard Sennett, 'is, at its very roots, about experiences of spiritual dislocation and homelessness. ... Our faith began there.'

'We are pilgrims through time' was, under the pen of St Augustine not an exhortation, but a statement of fact. We are pilgrims whatever we do, and there is little we can do about it even if we wished. Earthly life is but a brief overture to the eternal persistence of the soul. Only few would wish, and have the ability, to compose that overture themselves, in tune with the music of heavenly spheres – to make their fate into a consciously embraced destiny. These few would need to escape the distractions of the town. The desert is the habitat they must choose. The desert of the Christian hermit was set at a distance from the hurly-burly of family life, away from the confusion of the village, from the politics of the town. The desert meant putting a distance between oneself and one's duties and obligations, the warmth and the agony of being with others, being looked at by others, being scrutinised, demands and expectations. Here, in mundane quotidianity, one's hands were tied, and so were one's thoughts. Here, horizon was tightly packed with huts, barns, copse, groves and church towers. Here, wherever one moved, one was in a place, one was in a space, not the space needed to be done. The desert, on the contrary, was a land not yet sliced into places, and for that reason it was the land of self-creation. The desert, said Edmond Jabès, is 'a space where one step gives way to the next, which undoes it, and the horizon means hope for a tomorrow which speaks.' 'You do not go to the desert to find identity, but to lose it, to lose your personality, to become anonymous. ... And then something extraordinary happens: you hear silence speak.' The desert is the archetype and the greenhouse of the raw, bare, primal and bottom-line freedom that is but the absence of bounds. What made the mediæval hermits feel so close to God in the desert was the feeling of being themselves god-like: unbound by habit and convention, by the needs of their own bodies and other people's souls, by their past deeds and present actions. In the words of the present-day theorists, one would say that the hermits were the first to live through the experience of 'disembodied', 'unencumbered' selves. They were god-like, because whatever they did they did ab nillo. Their pilgrimage to God was an exercise in self-construction (this is why the Church, wishing to be the sole connecting line to God, resented the hermits from the start – and soon went out of its way to force them into monastic orders, under the close supervision of rules and routine).

The Protestants, as Weber told us, accomplished a feat unthinkable for the lonely hermits of yore: they could build the city. They invented the way of embarking on pilgrimage without leaving home and of leaving home without becoming homeless. This they could do, however, only because the desert stretched and reached deep into their towns right up to their doorsteps. They did not venture from the desert; it was the world of their daily life which was turning more and more like 'the desert'. Like the desert, the world turned placid; the familiar features had been obliterated, but the new ones which were meant to replace them were given the kind of permanence once thought as unique to the sand dunes. In the new post-Reformation city of modernity, the desert began on the other side of the street.

The Protestant, that pattern-setter (or is he but an allegory?) for the modern man, so Sennett tells us, was 'emptied by wilderness, by a place of emptiness which made no seductive demands of its own upon him'. In this he was not different from the hermit. The difference was that instead of travelling to the desert, the Protestant worked hard to make desert come to him – to remake the world in the likeness of the desert. 'Impersonality, coldness and emptiness are essential words in the Protestant language of environment; they express the desire to see the outside as null, lacking value.' This is the kind of language in which one speaks of the desert: of nothingness waiting to be something, if only for a while; of meaninglessness waiting to be given meaning, if only a passing one; of the space without contours, ready to accept any contour offered, if only until other contours are offered; of a space not scarred with past furrows, yet fertile with expectations of sharing. But is it not yet to be ploughed and tilled; of the land of the perpetual beginning; of the place-no-place whose name and identity is not yet. In such a land, the trails are blazed by the destination of the pilgrim, and there are few other tracks to reckon with.

In such a land, commonly called modern society, pilgrimage is no longer a choice of the mode of life; less is it a choice to become anonymous. ... And then something extraordinary happens: you hear silence speak.' The desert is the archetype and the greenhouse of the raw, bare, primal and bottom-line freedom that is but the absence of bounds. What made the mediæval hermits feel so close to God in the desert was the feeling of being themselves god-like: unbound by habit and convention, by the needs of their own bodies and other people's souls, by their past deeds and
reflect on the road past and see it as a progress towards, an advance, a coming close to, one can make a distinction between 'behind' and 'ahead', and plot the 'road ahead' as a succession of footprints yet to be made and to checkmark the land without features. The destination, the set purpose of life's pilgrimage, gives form to the formless, makes a whole out of the fragmentary, lends continuity to the episodic.

The desert-like world of nomads views life to be lived as pilgrimage, but because life is a pilgrimage, the world at the doorsteps is desert-like, featureless, as its meaning is yet to be brought into it through the wandering, which would transform it into the track leading to the finishing line where the meaning resides. This 'bringing in' of meaning has been called 'identity-building'. The pilgrim and the desert-like world be walks acquire their meanings together, and through each other. Both processes can be given equal emphasis: the desert-like world (the meaning of the world and the identity of the pilgrim, always not-yet-reached, always in the future) and the present moment (the station of the wandering and the identity of the wanderer).

Both meaning and identity can exist only as projects, and it is the distance which enables projects to be. The 'distance' is what we call in the 'objective' language of space, the experience which in 'subjective' psychological terms we speak about as dissatisfaction with, and denigration of, the here and now. The 'distance' and 'dissatisfaction' have the same referent, and both make sense within the life lived as pilgrimage.

'The difference is amount between the pleasure of satisfaction which is demanded and that which is actually achieved that provides the driving factor which will permit of no halting at any position attained, but, in the poet's words 'Presses ever forward unabated' (faust'), observed Freud in Beyond the Pleasure Principle. Janine Chasseguet-Smirgel offers an extended commentary on that seminal observation, tracing the beginning of self-development, identity-building etc. to the primary condition of delayed gratification, of the never-to-be-bridged distance between the ego-ideal and the realities of the present.

'Distance' translates as 'delay'... Passage through space is a function of time, distances are measured by the time needed to cancel them. 'Here' is the waiting, 'there' is the gratification. How far is it from here to there, from the waiting to gratification, from the road to meaning, from the project to identity? Ten years, twenty? As long as it takes to live one's life's journey through? Time one can use to measure distances must be of the sort the rulers are - straight, in one piece, with equidistant markings, made of tough and solid material. And such was, indeed, the time of modern living, the time of a project towards projects. Like life itself, it was directional, continuous, and irresistible. It 'marched on' and 'passed by'. Both life and time were made to the measure of pilgrimage.

For the pilgrim, then, meant in practical terms that he could should-had-to select his point of arrival fairly early in life with confidence, certain that the straight line of life-time ahead will not bend.
that all diligent work of construction may prove to be in vain; its allure is the fact of not being bound by past trials, being never irrevocably defeated, always "keeping the options open". The horror and the allure alike make life-as-pilgrim-age hardly feasible as a strategy and unlikely to be chosen as one. Not by many, anyway. And not with great chance of success.

In the life-game of the postmodern consumer the rules of the game keep changing in the course of playing. The sensible strategy is therefore to keep each game short — so that a sensibly played game of life calls for the splitting of one big all-embracing game with huge stakes into a series of brief and narrow games with small ones. "Determination to live one day at a time", 'depicting daily life as a succession of minor emergencies' become the guiding principles of all rational conduct.

To keep the game short means to beware long-term commitments. To refuse to be 'fixed' one way or the other. Not to get tied to the place. Not to wed one's life to one vocation only. Not to swear consistency and loyalty to anything and anybody. Not to control the future, but to refuse to mortgage it. To take care that the consequences of the game do not obliterate the game itself, and to renounce responsibility for such as do. To forbid the past to bear on the present. In short, to cut the present off at both ends, to sever the present from history, to abolish time in any other form but a flat collection or an arbitrary sequence of present moments; a continuous present.

Once disunified and no more a vector, time no longer structures the space. On the ground, there is no more 'forward' and 'backward'; it is just the ability not to stand still that counts. Fitness — the capacity to move swiftly where the action is and be ready to take in experiences as they come — takes precedence over health, that idea of the standard of normalcy and of keeping that standard stable and unscathed. All delay, including 'delay of gratification', loses its meaning; there is no arrow-like time left to move on.

And so the snag is no longer how to discover, invent, construct, assemble (even buy) an identity, but how to prevent it from sticking. Well constructed and durable identity turns from an asset into a liability. The hub of postmodern life strategy is not identity building, but avoidance of fixation.

What possible purpose could the strategy of pilgrim-style 'progress' serve in this world of ours? In this world, not only have jobs-for-life disappeared, but trades and professions which have acquired the confusing habit of appearing from nowhere and vanishing without notice can hardly be called Weskitian vocations — and to rub salt into the wound, the demand for the skills needed to practise such professions seldom lasts as long as the time needed to acquire them. Jobs are no longer protected, and most certainly no better than the stability of places where they are practised: whenever the word 'rationalization' is pronounced, one knows for sure that the disappearance of further jobs and places is in the pipeline. The stability and trustworthiness of the network of human relations fares little better. Ours is the age of Anthony Giddens’s 'pure relationship' which 'is entered for its own sake, for what can be derived by each person' and so 'it can be terminated, more or less at will, by either partner at any particular point'; of 'confuent love' which 'grows with the "for-ever", "one-and-only" qualities of the romantic love complex' so that romance can no longer be equated with permanence; of 'plastic sexuality', that is sexual enjoyment 'severed from its age-old integration with reproduction, kinship and the generations.' One can hardly 'hook on' an identity to oneself or others are irreparably 'unhooked'; and one is solemnly advised not to try — as the strong commitment, the deep attachment (let alone loyalty, that theme of the by now obsolete idea that attachment has consequences that bind, while commitment means obligations) may wound and scar when the time to detach the self from the partner arrives, as it almost certainly will. The game of life is fast and leaves no time to pause and think and draw elaborate designs. But again, adding impotence to futility, the rules of the game keep changing long before the game is finished. In this 'cosmic casino' of ours (as George Steiner put it), values to be cherished and actively pursued, rewards to be sought for and strategies to be deployed to get them, are all calculated for 'maximal impact and instant obsolescence'. For maximal impact, since in a world over-saturated with information attention turns into the scarcest of resources and only a shocking message, and one more shocking than the last, stands a chance of catching it (until the next shock); and instant obsolescence, as the site of attention needs to be cleared as soon as it is filled, to make room for new messages knocking at the gate.

The overall result is the fragmentation of time into episodes, each one cut from its past and from its future, each one self-enclosed and self-contained. Time is no longer a river, but a collection of ponds and pools.

No consistent and cohesive life strategy emerges from the experience which can be gathered in such a world — none remotely reminiscent of the sense of purpose and the rugged determination of the pilgrimage. Nothing emerges from that experience but certain, mostly negative, rules of the thumb: do not plan your trips too long — the shorter the trip, the greater the chance of completing it; do not get emotionally attached to people you meet at the stopover — the less you care about them, the less it will cost you to move on; do not commit yourself too strongly to people, places, causes — you cannot know how long they will last or how long you will count them worthy of your commitment; do not think of your current resources as of capital — savings lose value when 'vocated ("cultural capital") tends to turn in no time into cultural liability. Above all, do not delay gratification, if you can help it. Whatever you are after, try to get it now; you cannot know whether the gratification you seek today will be still be gratifying tomorrow.

I propose that in the same way as the pilgrim was the most fitting
metaphor for the modern life strategy preoccupied with the daunting task of identity-building, the stroller, the vagabond, the tourist and the player offer jointly the metaphor for the postmodern strategy moved by the horde of being bound and fixed. None of the listed types of the premodern inventions — they were known well before the advent of postmodern times. And yet in the same way that the modern conditions reshaped the figure of pilgrim they inherited from Christianity, the postmodern context gives new quality to the types known to its predecessors — and it does it in two crucial respects. First: the styles once practised by marginal people in marginal time-stretches and marginal places, are now practised by the majority in the prime time of their lives and in places central to their life-world; they have become now, fully and truly, lifestyles. Second: for some, if not for all — the types are not a matter of choice, not either/or — postmodern life is too messy and incoherent to be grasped by any one cohesive model. Each type conveys a part of the story which never integrates into a totality (its ‘totality’ is nothing but the sum of its parts). In the postmodern chorus, all four types sing — sometimes in harmony, though much more often with cacophony as the result.

The Stroller’s Successors

The stroller

Charles Baudelaire baptized Constantin Guy ‘the painter of modern life’ because Guy’s paintings of city streets and events were seen by the stroller (flaneur). Commenting on Baudelaire’s observation, Walter Benjamin made flâner into a household name of cultural analysis and the central symbolic figure of the modern city. All strands of modern life seemed to meet and tie together in the pastime and the experience of the stroller: going for a stroll as one goes to a theatre, finding oneself among strangers and being a strategy to them (in the crowd but not of the crowd), taking in those strangers as ‘surfaces’ — so that ‘what one sees exactly what they are’ — and above all seeing and knowing of them episodically; psychologically, strolling means rehearsing human reality as a series of episodes, that is as events without past and with no consequences. It also means rehearsing meetings as miss-meetings, as encounters without impact: the fleeting fragments of other persons’ lives the stroller: spun off stories at will — it was his perception that made them into actors, let alone the plot of the drama they play. The stroller was the past master of simulation — he imagined himself a screenwriter and a director pulling the strings of other people’s lives without damaging or disturbing their fate. The stroller practised ‘walking and thinking’ — and walking — like a decent person’s life, he put paid to the opposition between ‘appearance’ and ‘reality’. he was the creator without penalties attached to creation, the master who need not fear the consequences of his deeds, the bold one never facing the bills of courage. The stroller had all the pleasures of modern life without the torments attached.

Life-as-strolling was a far cry from the life-as-pilgrimage. What the pilgrim did in all seriousness, the stroller mocked playfully; in the process, he got rid of the costs and the effects alike. The stroller fitted ill the modern scene, but then he hid in its wings. He was the man of leisure and he did his strolling in time of leisure. The stroller and the strolling waited at the periphery for their hour to arrive. And it did arrive — or rather it was brought by the postmodern avatar of the heroic producer into playful consumer. Now the strolling, once the activity practised by marginal people on the margins of ‘real life’, came to be life itself, and the question of ‘reality’ need not be dealt with any more. Not Mills’ in its original meaning refers to pleasures for strolling. Now most of the malls are shopping malls, tracks to stroll while you shop and to shop in while you stroll. The merchandisers snuff out the attraction and seductive power of strollers’ habits and set about moulding them into life. Parisian arcades have been promoted retrospectively to the bridgeheads of the times to come: the postmodern islands in the modern sea. Shopping malls make the world (or the carefully walled-off, electronically monitored and closely guarded part of it) safe for life-as-strolling. Or, rather, shopping malls are the worlds made by the bespoke designers to the measure of the stroller. The sites of mis-meetings, of encounters guaranteed to be episodic, of the present prissed off from the past and the future, of surfaces glowing over surfaces. In these worlds, every stroller may imagine himself to be a director, though all strollers are the objects of direction. That direction is, as their own used to be, unsoundseful and invisible (though, unlike theirs, inconsiderable), so that baits feel like desires, pressures like intensions, seduction like decision-making; in the shopping malls, in life as shopping-to-stroll and strolling-to-shop, dependence dissolves in freedom, and freedom seeks dependence.

The malls initiated the postmodern promotion of the stroller, but also prepared the ground for further elevation (or is it purification?) of the stroller’s life-model. The latter has been achieved in the teletiy (Henning Bech’s felicitous term), the city-as-the-stroller’s haunt, distilled to its pure essence, now entering the ultimate shelter of the totally private, secure, locked and bagger-proof world of the lonely nomad, where the physical presence of strangers does not conceal or interfere with their psychical out-of-reachness. In its teletiy version, the streets and the shopping malls have been cleansed of all that which from the stroller they play. The shopping malls was sport-spoiling, an impurity, redundancy or waste — so that what has been retained can be enjoyed and all its unnatural purity. In Bech’s words, ‘the screen mediated world of the teletiy exists only by way of surfaces; and, tendentially, everything can and must be turned into an object for the gaze. . . . [T]here is, by way of “readings” of the
surface signs, opportunity for a much more intense and changing empathy in and out of identities, because of the possibilities of unevenness and contextual whining. . . . Television is totally non-committal. The ultimate freedom is screen directed, living in the company of surfaces, and called zapping.

The vagabond

The vagabond was the bane of early modernity, the bugbear that spurred the rulers and the philosophers into an ordering and legislating frenzy. The vagabond was masterless, and being masterless (out of control, out of frame, on the loose) was one condition modernity could not bear and thus spent the rest of its history fighting. The Elizabethan legislators were obsessed with the need to rule the vagrants out of the roads and back to the parishes 'where they belonged' (but which they left precisely because of the very activity of its history fighting). Professional experience becomes liability, secure net-works of relations fall apart and foul the place with putrid waste. Now the vagabond is a vagabond not because of the relinance or difficulty of settling down, but because of the scarcity of settled places. The vagabonds were the ones who made the search for new, state-managed, societal-level order imperative and urgent.

What made vagabonds so terrifying was their apparent freedom to move and so to escape the net of heretofore locally based control. Worse than that stiff, the movements of the vagabond are unpredictable; unlike the pilgrim the vagabond has no set destination. You do not know where he will move to next, because he himself does not know nor see much. Vagabondage has no advance itinerary – its trajectory is patchwork together bit by bit, one bit at a time. Each place is for the vagabond a stop-over, but he never knows how long he will stay in any of them till all depend on the generosity and patience of the residents, but also on news of other places arousing new hopes (the vagabond is pushed from behind by hopes frustrated, and pulled forward by hopes untested). The vagabond decides where to turn when he comes to the crossroads; he chooses the next stay by reading the names on the road signs it is easy to control the place, and not predictable thanks to his self-determination. To control the wayward and erratic vagabond is a daunting task (though this proved to be one of the few tasks modern ingenuity did resolve).

Wherever the vagabond goes, he is a stranger; he can never be 'the native', the 'settled one', one with 'roots in the soil' (too fresh is the memory of his arrival – that is, of his being elsewhere before). Entertain-ed – a dream of going native can only end in mutual recrimination and bitterness. It is better, therefore, not to grow too accustomed to the place. And, after all, other places beckon, not tested yet, perhaps more hospitable, certainly able to offer new chances. Cherishing one's out-of-placesness is a sensible strategy. It gives all decisions the 'until-further-notice' favour. It allows one to keep the options open. It prevents mortgaging the future. If nates cease to amuse, one can always try to find the more amusing ones.

The early modern vagabond wandered through the settled places, he was a vagabond because in no place could he be settled as the other people had been. The settled were many, the vagabonds few. Post-modernity reversed the ratio. Now there are few 'settled' places left. The 'forever settled' residents wake up to find the places (places in the land, places in society and places in life), to which they 'belong', no longer existing or no longer accommodating; neat streets turn mean, factories vanish together with jobs, skills no longer find buyers, knowledge turns into ignorance, professional experience becomes liability, secure net-works of relations fall apart and foul the place with putrid waste. Now the vagabond is a vagabond not because of the relinance or difficulty of settling down, but because of the scarcity of settled places. More the vagabonds were the ones who made the search for new, state-managed, societal-level order imperative and urgent.

The tourist

Like the vagabond, the tourist used once to inhabit the margins of 'properly social' action (though the vagabond was marginal man, while tourism was marginal activity, and pilgrimage the vagabond has no set destination. You do not know where he will move to next, because he himself does not know nor see much). Vagabondage has no advance itinerary – its trajectory is patchwork together bit by bit, one bit at a time. Each place is for the vagabond a stop-over, but he never knows how long he will stay in any of them till all depend on the generosity and patience of the residents, but also on news of other places arousing new hopes (the vagabond is pushed from behind by hopes frustrated, and pulled forward by hopes untested). The vagabond decides where to turn when he comes to the crossroads; he chooses the next stay by reading the names on the road signs it is easy to control the place, and not predictable thanks to his self-determination. To control the wayward and erratic vagabond is a daunting task (though this proved to be one of the few tasks modern ingenuity did resolve).

Wherever the vagabond goes, he is a stranger; he can never be 'the native', the 'settled one', one with 'roots in the soil' (too fresh is the memory of his arrival – that is, of his being elsewhere before). Entertain-ed – a dream of going native can only end in mutual recrimination and bitterness. It is better, therefore, not to grow too accustomed to the place. And, after all, other places beckon, not tested yet, perhaps more hospitable, certainly able to offer new chances. Cherishing one's out-of-placesness is a sensible strategy. It gives all decisions the 'until-further-notice' favour. It allows one to keep the options open. It prevents mortgaging the future. If nates cease to amuse, one can always try to find the more amusing ones.

The early modern vagabond wandered through the settled places, he was a vagabond because in no place could he be settled as the other people had been. The settled were many, the vagabonds few. Post-modernity reversed the ratio. Now there are few 'settled' places left. The 'forever settled' residents wake up to find the places (places in the land, places in society and places in life), to which they 'belong', no longer existing or no longer accommodating; neat streets turn mean, factories vanish together with jobs, skills no longer find buyers, knowledge turns into ignorance, professional experience becomes liability, secure net-works of relations fall apart and foul the place with putrid waste. Now the vagabond is a vagabond not because of the relinance or difficulty of settling down, but because of the scarcity of settled places. More the vagabonds were the ones who made the search for new, state-managed, societal-level order imperative and urgent.

Like the vagabond, the tourist used once to inhabit the margins of 'properly social' action (though the vagabond was marginal man, while tourism was marginal activity, and pilgrimage the vagabond has no set destination. You do not know where he will move to next, because he himself does not know nor see much). Vagabondage has no advance itinerary – its trajectory is patchwork together bit by bit, one bit at a time. Each place is for the vagabond a stop-over, but he never knows how long he will stay in any of them till all depend on the generosity and patience of the residents, but also on news of other places arousing new hopes (the vagabond is pushed from behind by hopes frustrated, and pulled forward by hopes untested). The vagabond decides where to turn when he comes to the crossroads; he chooses the next stay by reading the names on the road signs it is easy to control the place, and not predictable thanks to his self-determination. To control the wayward and erratic vagabond is a daunting task (though this proved to be one of the few tasks modern ingenuity did resolve).

Wherever the vagabond goes, he is a stranger; he can never be 'the native', the 'settled one', one with 'roots in the soil' (too fresh is the memory of his arrival – that is, of his being elsewhere before). Entertain-ed – a dream of going native can only end in mutual recrimination and bitterness. It is better, therefore, not to grow too accustomed to the place. And, after all, other places beckon, not tested yet, perhaps more hospitable, certainly able to offer new chances. Cherishing one's out-of-placesness is a sensible strategy. It gives all decisions the 'until-further-notice' favour. It allows one to keep the options open. It prevents mortgaging the future. If nates cease to amuse, one can always try to find the more amusing ones.

The early modern vagabond wandered through the settled places, he was a vagabond because in no place could he be settled as the other people had been. The settled were many, the vagabonds few. Post-modernity reversed the ratio. Now there are few 'settled' places left. The 'forever settled' residents wake up to find the places (places in the land, places in society and places in life), to which they 'belong', no longer existing or no longer accommodating; neat streets turn mean, factories vanish together with jobs, skills no longer find buyers, knowledge turns into ignorance, professional experience becomes liability, secure net-works of relations fall apart and foul the place with putrid waste. Now the vagabond is a vagabond not because of the relinance or difficulty of settling down, but because of the scarcity of settled places. More the vagabonds were the ones who made the search for new, state-managed, societal-level order imperative and urgent.

Like the vagabond, the tourist used once to inhabit the margins of 'properly social' action (though the vagabond was marginal man, while tourism was marginal activity, and pilgrimage the vagabond has no set destination. You do not know where he will move to next, because he himself does not know nor see much). Vagabondage has no advance itinerary – its trajectory is patchwork together bit by bit, one bit at a time. Each place is for the vagabond a stop-over, but he never knows how long he will stay in any of them till all depend on the generosity and patience of the residents, but also on news of other places arousing new hopes (the vagabond is pushed from behind by hopes frustrated, and pulled forward by hopes untested). The vagabond decides where to turn when he comes to the crossroads; he chooses the next stay by reading the names on the road signs it is easy to control the place, and not predictable thanks to his self-determination. To control the wayward and erratic vagabond is a daunting task (though this proved to be one of the few tasks modern ingenuity did resolve).

Wherever the vagabond goes, he is a stranger; he can never be 'the native', the 'settled one', one with 'roots in the soil' (too fresh is the memory of his arrival – that is, of his being elsewhere before). Entertain-ed – a dream of going native can only end in mutual recrimination and bitterness. It is better, therefore, not to grow too accustomed to the place. And, after all, other places beckon, not tested yet, perhaps more hospitable, certainly able to offer new chances. Cherishing one's out-of-placesness is a sensible strategy. It gives all decisions the 'until-further-notice' favour. It allows one to keep the options open. It prevents mortgaging the future. If nates cease to amuse, one can always try to find the more amusing ones.

The early modern vagabond wandered through the settled places, he was a vagabond because in no place could he be settled as the other people had been. The settled were many, the vagabonds few. Post-modernity reversed the ratio. Now there are few 'settled' places left. The 'forever settled' residents wake up to find the places (places in the land, places in society and places in life), to which they 'belong', no longer existing or no longer accommodating; neat streets turn mean, factories vanish together with jobs, skills no longer find buyers, knowledge turns into ignorance, professional experience becomes liability, secure net-works of relations fall apart and foul the place with putrid waste. Now the vagabond is a vagabond not because of the relinance or difficulty of settling down, but because of the scarcity of settled places. More the vagabonds were the ones who made the search for new, state-managed, societal-level order imperative and urgent.
It cannot move to the present without being stripped of its charm and allure; when tourism becomes the mode of life, when the experiences ingested thus far wet the appetite for further excitement, when the threshold of excitement climbs relentlessly upwards and each new shock must be more shocking than the last one — the possibility of the home-dream ever coming true is as horrifying as the possibility of it never becoming real. Homeliness, as it were, is not the sole tourist's sentiment; the other is the fear of home-boundness, of being tied to a place and barred from exit. ‘Home’ lingers at the horizon of the tourist life as an unnanny mix of shelter and prison. The tourist's favourite slogan is 'I need more space'. And the space is the last thing one would find at home.

The player
In play, there is neither inevitability nor accident (there is no accident in a world that knows no necessity or determination); nothing is fully predictable and controllable, but nothing is totally immutable and irrevocable either. The world of play is soft yet elusive; in it, the thing that matters most is how well one plays one's hand. Of course, there is such a thing as a 'stroke of luck' — when cards are stacked in one’s favour or wind helps the ball into the net, but the ‘stroke of luck’ (or misfortune, as it were) does not lend the world the toughness it conspicuously lacks; it only signals the limits of how far playing one's cards right may go in making things certain, but shares in the no- necessity no-accident status of the player's calculations.

In play, the world itself is a player, and luck and misfortune are but the moves of the world-as-player. In the confrontation between the player and the world there are neither laws nor lawlessness, neither order nor chaos. There are just the moves — more or less clever, shrewd or tricky, insightful or misguided. The point is to guess the moves of the adversary and anticipate them, prevent or pre-empt — to stay 'one ahead'. The rules the player may follow can be no more than rules of thumb, heuristic, not algorithmic instructions. The player's world is the world of risk, of intuition, of precaution-taking.

Time in the world-as-play divides into a succession of games. Each game is made of conventions of its own; each is a separate 'province of meaning' — a little universe of its own, self-enclosed and self-contained. Each demands that disbelief be suspended — though in each game a different disbelief is to be suspended. Those who refuse to obey the conventions do not rebel against the game; they only opt out and cease to be players. But the 'game goes on', and whatever the quitters say and do after that does not influence it a bit. The rules of the game are imperceptible, the voices outside reach the inside only as a muted, inarticulate noise.

Each game has its beginning and its end. The worry of the player is that each game should indeed start from the beginning, from 'square one', as
If no games were played before and none of the players has amassed wins or losses which would make mockery of the "zero point" and transform what was to be a beginning into a continuation. For this reason, however, one must make sure that the game also has a clear, uncorrected ending. It should not 'spell over' into the time after: as far as later games are concerned, no game played before must handicap, privilege or otherwise determine the players — be of consequence. Whoever does not like the outcome must 'cut their losses' and start from scratch — and be able to do just that.

To make sure that no game leaves lasting consequences, the player must remember (and so must his/her partners and adversaries), that 'this is but a game'. An important, though difficult to accept reminder, as the purpose of the game is to win and so the game allows no room for pity, compassion, commiseration or cooperation. The game's like war, yes that war which is a game must leave no mental scars and no moral grudges: 'we are grown up people, let us part as friends' demands the player opting out of the game of marriage, in the name of the gamesmanship of future, however merciless, games. War that is a game absolves then conscience for its lack of scruples. The mark of postmodern adulthood is the willingness to embrace the game wholeheartedly, as children do.

What chance of morality? What chance of polity?

Each of the four types sketched above contains a solid dose of ambivalence of its own; in addition, they also differ from each other in a number of respects, and so blending them into one cohesive lifestyle is not an easy matter. No wonder there is quite a generous pinch of schizophrenia in each postmodern personality — which goes some way towards accounting for the notorious restlessness, fickleness and irresoluteness of practised life strategies.

There are, though, certain features which the four types share. The most seminal among them are their effects on popular moral and political attitudes, and indirectly on the status of morality and politics in a postmodern context.

Elsewhere I suggested that modernity was prominent for the tendency to shift moral responsibilities away from the moral self either towards socially constructed and managed supra-individual agencies, or through floating responsibility inside a bureaucratic 'rule of nobody'. The overall result was, on the one hand, the tendency to substitute ethics, that is a law-like code of rules and conventions, for moral sentiments. Intuitions and urges of autonomous selves; and, on the other, the tendency towards 'adiphrasisation', that is exemption of a considerable part of human action from moral judgement and, indeed, moral significance. These processes are by no means a thing of the past — but it seems that their impact is somewhat less decisive than in the times of 'classic' modernity. I suggest that the context in which moral attitudes are forged (or not) is today that of life-politics, rather than social and system structures: that, in other words, the postmodern life strategies, rather than the bureaucratic mode of management of social processes and coordinating action, are the most consequential among the factors shaping the moral situation of postmodern men and women.

All four interesting and interpenetrating postmodern life strategies have in common that they tend to render human relations fragmentary (remember the 'purity' of relations reduced to single function and service) and discontinuous; they are all up in arms against 'strings attached' and have lasting consequences, and militate against the construction of lasting networks of mutual duties and obligations. They all favour and promote a distance between the individual and the Other and cast the Other primarily as the object of aesthetic, not moral, evaluation; as a matter of taste, not responsibility. In the effect, they cast individual autonomy in opposition to moral (as well as to the other) responsibilities and remove huge areas of human interaction, even the most intimate among them, from moral judgement (a process remarkably similar in its consequences to bureaucratically promoted atomization). Following the moral impulse means assuming responsibility for the other, which in turn leads to an engagement with the fate of the other and commitment to her/his welfare. The disenchantment and commitment avoidance favoured by all four postmodern strategies has a backlash effect in the shape of the suppression of the moral impulse as well as disavowal and designation of moral sentiments.

What has been said above may well seem jarring at odds with the cult of interpersonal intimacy, also a prominent feature of postmodern consciousness. There is no contradiction here, though. The cult is not more than a psychological (lithory and anxiety-generating) compensation for the loneliness that inevitably envelope the aesthetically oriented subjects of desire; and it is, moreover, self-defeating, as the consequence-proof interpersonality reduced to 'pure relationships' can generate little intimacy and sustains no trustworthy bridges over the scald of estrangement. As Christopher Lasch noted a decade and a half ago, 'the culture of personal relations . . . conceals a thoroughly disenchantment with personal relations, just as the cult of sensuality implies a reputation of sensuality in all but its most primitive forms. Our society has... deep and lasting friendships, love affairs and marriages increasingly difficult to achieve. '

Political disenchantment of postmodern men and women arises from the same source as the moral one. Aesthetic space, preferred by and dominant in all listed postmodern strategies, differs from other kinds of social space (like moral or cognitive) in that it does not choose as its points of reference and orientation the traits and values possessed by or ascribed to the objects of spacing, but the attributes of the spacing subject (like interest, excitement, satisfaction or pleasure). As Jean-François
Lytotard recently observed, 'the objects and the contents have become indifferent. The only question is whether they are `interesting'.' The world turns into the pool of potentially interesting objects, and the task is to squeeze out of them as much interest as they may yield. The task and its successful accomplishment stand and fall, however, by the effort and ingenuity of the interest-seeker. There is little or nothing that can be done by and about the objects themselves. If the subject bears the contours of the world in which the interest is to be sought, Met (mis-met?) only perfunctorily, in passing, surface deep, the objects do not come into vision as entities in their own right, such as may need more vigour, improvement, or a different shape altogether; we do not nominate on the way to rectify commodities displayed on the supermarket shelves - if we find them unsatisfactory, we pass them by, with our trust in the supermarket system unshaken, in the hope that products answering our interests will be found on the next shelf or in the next shop. Emancipation, says Lyotard, is 'no more situated as an alternative to reality, as an ideal set to conquer and force itself upon reality from outside'; in consequence, the militant practice has been replaced by a defensive one, one that is easily assimilated by the `system' since it is now assumed that the latter contains all the facts and pieces from which the `emancipated self' will eventually be assembled. The `system' has done all it possibly can. The rest is up to those who `play it'.

Exaggerating the picture, but only slightly, one may say that in popular perception the duty of the postmodern citizen (much like the duty of the inhabitant of Kabalein's Abbey of Telerm) is to lead an enjoyable life. To treat subjects as citizens, the state is obliged to supply the facilities deemed necessary for such life, and not to give occasion for doubt that performance of the duty is feasible. This does not necessarily mean that the life so reduced citizens must be unmitigated bliss. Discontent does arise, sometimes so acute as to prompt action reaching beyond the ordinary preoccupation with self-care. This happens time and again, even regularly, whenever the limits of individual pursuit of `the interesting' are brought into relief, whenever factors evidently beyond individual control (like for instance planning decisions about a new bypass, motorway, residential developments likely to attract `outsiders', closing a hospital, `rationalising' a school or a college) interfere with the interest-content of the environment. And yet the concomitant explosions of solitary action which may result do not alter the essential traits of postmodern relationships: their fragmentariness and discontinuity, narrowness of focus and purpose, shallowness of contact. Joint engagements come and go, and in each case, indeed, the emergent `totality' is no more than `the sum of its parts'. Besides, the diffuse grudges and grievances, as a rule spawning one-issue campaigns, do not add up, condense or show a propensity for reinforcing each other. On the contrary - vying with each other for the scarce resource of public attention, they divide as much as they unite. One may say that the bones of contention do not fit together to form a skeleton around which a non-fragmentary and continuous, shared engagement could be wrapped.

Stuart Hall has pitibly summarized the resulting condition and the prospects it may or may not hold: `We don't have alternative means by which adults can benefit from the ways in which people have released themselves from the bonds of traditionalist forms of living and thinking, and still exert responsibilities for others in a free and open way. We have no notion of democratic citizenship in this sense. It is, in the end, the old truth all over again: each society sets limits to the life strategies that can be imagined, and certainly to those which can be practised. But the kind of society we live in limits such strategy(ies) as may critically and militantly question its principles and thus open the way to new strategies, at present hidden because of their non-visibility.'
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16 Says Lasch: ‘Having no hope of improving their lives in any of the ways that matter, people have consented to these that what matters is psychological improvement: getting in touch with their feelings, eating health food, taking lessons in ballet or belly-dancing, immersing themselves in the wisdom of the East, jogging, learning how to “relate”, overcoming the “fear of pleasure”.’ (*Culture of Narcissism*, p. 26). Let us add that the above, unknowing, yielding that not all is well with the programme tends to be articulated as an issue of therapy aimed at the humpless or inept self-improver – but is channelled away from the programme itself, if anything, the programme emerges from the text with reinforced authority.
